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COVER STORY

WELCOME TO GSX 2022
The GSX Daily—brought to you by the Security Management team—is here to help you
navigate the security trends, emerging technology, and networking opportunities in Atlanta
with newsletters direct to your inbox, updates on our landing page, and news alerts on our
Twitter feed.

DAILY SCHEDULE

MONDAY
Monday at GSX 2022 is action-packed.
Here’s our guide on how to catch the
general session, navigate events on the
show floor, get your copy of the Security
Industry Book of the Year signed, and
more.

Read More

.
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INCLUSION

Reframing Your
Perspective
Ahead of his keynote address, we spoke
with Asteroid Technologies CEO Mateo
Salvatto about how he created a business
based on the values of inclusiveness.

Read More

EXHIBITION

The GSX Show Floor
Survival Guide
Ronald Lander, CPP, is attending his 26th
ASIS International show. He shared some
pro tips with us on how to make the most
of the Exhibit Hall floor in Atlanta.

Read More
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Sponsored Content

Experience the industry's most powerful AI
and cloud video surveillance
 
Visit Eagle Eye Networks in booth #3031 to get a hands-on
experience with the most powerful, flexible, and open cloud
video surveillance platform. Our smart video and AI can make
your business safer and more efficient with the ultimate camera
flexibility, retention, mobile access, and no lock-in. You don't want
to miss our latest feature, Smart Video Search, which can make
searching through security video as fast and easy as searching
the web. Learn more in booth #3031.
 
Learn more
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LEARNING

Add to Cart
In-person and digital GSX attendees will
receive 10 percent off all purchases at the
ASIS Bookstore, including the Protection
of Assets and copies of the Security Book
of the Year.

Read More

TECHNOLOGY

GSX 2022 Product
Showcase
 

Security technology is constantly
evolving. Our GSX Product Showcase
has insights on the new solutions you’ll
see in Atlanta.

Read More
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Sponsored Content

Wisenet EDGE
 
Hanwha Techwin’s new Wisenet EDGE technology solution
combines a dome camera, Wisenet WAVE Server, and on-board
recording capabilities into one intelligent device. The new
technology is ideal for security environments suited for a
serverless system with minimal external hardware. Wisenet
EDGE is available with either 1 TB or 2 TB of on-board Solid
State Drive (SSD) storage, with a flexible architecture that allows
users to record multiple additional cameras to one Wisenet
EDGE camera acting as a system’s server. Wisenet EDGE
systems can be easily merged, expanding beyond single-camera
installations to create multi-site systems connecting dozens of
cameras.
 
Learn more
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PODCAST

Preventing Violence
Is armed security an effective solution to
prevent and respond to violence in
hospitals? GSX presenter Marilyn Hollier,
CPP, shares her insights in a special
episode of our podcast with host Chuck
Harold.

Read More

NETWORKING

Ask an ASIS
Champion
Abraham Desantiago, communications
and membership chair for the ASIS
Venezuela Chapter, shares what he’s
looking forward to at GSX 2022 on
Monday. 

Read More
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Sponsored Content

 

Dive into the September/October Issue
 
While you’re between sessions at GSX 2022, catch up on the
September/October 2022 issue of Security Management for
insights on crisis planning for complex scenarios, improving your
situational awareness, keeping high-performance security teams
motivated, understanding societal risk changes, and more. Read
it online or grab a print copy in the ASIS Hub at booth #632 in the
Exhibit Hall.
 
Learn more
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LEARNING

Managing
Emergencies
An editor of the second edition of
Principles of Emergency Management
and Emergency Operations Centers
explains how the security practice has
evolved.

Read More

MANAGEMENT

Recommended
Reading
 

What security and management concepts
should you be paying attention to at GSX
2022? The Security Management editors
put together a reading list to bring you up-
to-speed.

Read More
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If you have questions, please contact Member Services at asis@asisonline.org or +1.703.519.6200
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